
The most recognized 
binding system in the world.

Interchangeable impressive colourful covers, with or 
without windows, hard, soft or clear, richly embossed 
with gold or silver. Makes your presentations 
or reports stand out from all the others.

No fear of losing documents or misshaped 
presentations, using time after time lasting 
for a long time.

Used all over the world by small businesses 
to corporations, universities, schools and local 
governments for presentations. Storage of precious 
documents always looking perfect when needed.

Coping with many types of original documents, 
maps, plans thick or thin, without fear of damage 
between covers solid or clear by a Metalbind channel,
plus easy to de-bind with our special tool. 
No punching, no gluing.

Protecting your documents by clamping them 
between covers with a robust Metalbind channel 
to keep them safe.

Secure

Universal

Popular

Elegant

Rugged

1. The back of the channel is bent in to hold covers and pages firmly.
2. The channel is lined with a special tape and then covered 

with embossed linen texturedcovering ready for hot print stamping.
3. The special shaped channel gives a perfect presentation of the documents.
4. No damage to pages by the channel.
5. The front face of the channel is never deformed.
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Patented system:

Patented
The special COVERguide system allows covers
and documents to slide easily into the channel.

Special protrutions each end centres the document in the Metalbind
channel precisely and protects against movement.

The design of the edges  make the covers fit
perfectly into the channel.

OPUS the binding company



OPUS MB 300
-el office

OPUS MB 300

OPUS MBE 300

name MB 300 MB 300-el office MBE 300

formats
A5+, A4+, A4+ 

Squared and A3 
landscape

A5+, A4+, A4+ 
Squared and A3 

landscape

A5+, A4+, A4+ 
Squared and A3 

landscape

binds / de-binds up to 300 sheets* up to 300 sheets* up to 300 sheets* 

dimensions 
(H x W x D) mm 270 x 410 x 362 270 x 465 x 320 270 x 410 x 362

net weight (kg) 19 21 45

gross weight (kg) 19,5 23,4 52

voltage (V-AC / 50 Hz) - 230-240 230-240

maximum load (W) - 60 200

pressure (T) up to 2,3 up to 2,3 up to 2,3

features - metal housing
- steel frame

- supplied with 
COVERguide system

- metal housing
- steel frame

- supplied with 
COVERguide system

- precision step 
motor

- metal housing
- steel frame

- supplied with 
COVERguide system

- precision step 
motor

* Tested on 80 gsm paper

OPUS MB 300
The METALBIND MB300 is the flagship 
of OPUS binding machines for professionals. 

Solid metal construction, ergonomic lever, power pres-
sure indicator and ability to bind and debind up to 300 
sheets of 80gsm paper makes it the favorite model of 
every copy shop in Europe. 

Pressure indicator for large binding runs of documents 
gives a signal when the correct pressure for Metalbind 
channel is reached to avoid damage. 10 pressure levels, 
angled bed for ease of use, front binding slot.

You can easily bind thesis books, photobooks, business 
books, e.g. tenders, reports, proposals and much more 
in a few seconds.

OPUS MB 300-el office
The METALBIND MB300-el office is an electric easy-
to-use binding equipment, which binds and debinds 
documents up to 300 sheets of 80gsm paper.

One movement of the lever holds the channel in place 
and then binds your documents by pressing the buttons. 
Adjustable binding force and the LED display indicating 
binding pressure up to 2.3 tons. COVERguide system 
helps work fast when binding many documents.

OPUS MBE 300
Electric version of the most popular Metalbind MB300 
binding machine. It binds and debinds up to 300 sheets 
of 80gsm paper with ease and speed. The LCD display 
shows binding speed along with information regarding 
number of documents bound.

Technical data

Documents bound and embossed
by using OPUS Metalbind & Goldcover 

machines.
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